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ABSTRACT
Serverless computing is an increasingly attractive paradigm in the
cloud due to its ease of use and fine-grained pay-for-what-you-use
billing. However, serverless computing poses new challenges to
system design due to its short-lived function execution model. Our
detailed analysis reveals that memory management is responsible
for a major amount of function execution cycles. This is because
functions pay the full critical-path costs of memory management in
both userspace and the operating system without the opportunity
to amortize these costs over their short lifetimes.

To address this problem, we propose Memento, a new hardware-
centric memory management design based upon our insights that
memory allocations in serverless functions are typically small, and
either quickly freed after allocation or freed when the function
exits. Memento alleviates the overheads of serverless memory man-
agement by introducing two key mechanisms: (i) a hardware object
allocator that performs in-cache memory allocation and free op-
erations based on arenas, and (ii) a hardware page allocator that
manages a small pool of physical pages used to replenish arenas of
the object allocator. Together these mechanisms alleviate memory
management overheads and bypass costly userspace and kernel
operations. Memento naturally integrates with existing software
stacks through a set of ISA extensions that enable seamless integra-
tion with multiple languages runtimes. Finally, Memento leverages
the newly exposed memory allocation semantics in hardware to in-
troduce a main memory bypass mechanism and avoid unnecessary
DRAM accesses for newly allocated objects.
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We evaluate Memento with full-system simulations across a
diverse set of containerized serverless workloads and language run-
times. The results show that Memento achieves function execution
speedups ranging between 8–28% and 16% on average. Furthermore,
Memento hardware allocators and main memory bypass mecha-
nisms drastically reduce main memory traffic by 30% on average.
The combined effects of Memento reduce the pricing cost of func-
tion execution by 29%. Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of
Memento beyond functions, to major serverless platform operations
and long-running data processing applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Memory management is responsible for a major chunk of datacen-
ter cycles as revealed by Google’s internal profiling [20, 25], despite
significant efforts in optimizing them in software [16, 32]. Unfor-
tunately, while long-running workloads have some opportunity to
amortize part of their memory management costs over their long
runtimes, this is not the case for short-lived functions. Prior work on
serverless computing [17, 22–24, 29, 43, 45–47, 50, 51, 53, 54, 58, 59],
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has mostly focused on reducing the cold-start effects of func-
tions [2, 3, 6, 14, 18, 39, 48, 52, 55, 56, 60]. However, memorymanage-
ment still relies on expensive allocation and deallocation paths on
the critical path of function execution, leading to major overheads
in serverless environments.

In particular, functions pay the full cost of memory allocation
and deallocation in both userspace and the OS on the critical path of
their short runtime. For example, consider the overheads of typical
memory management operations. For starters, applications must
pay the cost of memory management in userspace, where each
allocation and free typically requires tens of instructions in popular
high-level languages for serverless environments (e.g., Python).
Furthermore, userspace allocator rely on the OS to actually allocate
physical memory. However, the allocation path in the OS, either
performed at system call time, such as mmap or later on at access time
through page faults, is inherently expensive. This is because of the
creation of page tables and the actual physical memory allocation
and bookkeeping, requiring additional thousands of instructions.

In this paper, we focus on reducing the performance overhead of
memorymanagement for serverless functions. To better understand
the characteristics of memory management in serverless functions
and to expose opportunities for optimization, we first start with
a detailed investigation of function behavior across several func-
tions and three language runtimes that cover a wide spectrum of
memory management behavior. Beyond serverless functions, we
further investigate serverless platform operations such as func-
tion deployment, and long-running data processing applications.
Our analysis reveals three key insights. First, the vast majority
of allocations are relatively small, no larger than 512 bytes. This
characteristic is partly due to the usage of high-level languages,
where small objects are used extensively. Second, the allocation
lifetime is bimodal based on the language runtime. In particular,
objects are either allocated and freed shortly after, usually within
less than 16 other allocations of the same size class. Alternatively,
allocations are often not freed due to the short runtime of functions
and they are instead batch-freed by the OS when the function exits.
Finally, memory management spends a significant amount of cycles
in userspace and within the OS. Especially in high-level language
runtimes, almost half of memory allocation cycles are spent in the
OS.

Based on these insights we proposeMemento, a holistic hardware-
centric design that optimizes memorymanagement bymovingmost
of the work on the software critical path to hardware. Memento
introduces two key mechanisms that operate in tandem. The first
is a hardware object allocator that tracks objects using arenas and
performs memory allocations and frees in novel per-core metadata
cache called the Hardware Object Table (HOT). Due to the small
sizes of allocations, a small number of size classes can be efficiently
cached. Furthermore, for allocations that are allocated and quickly
freed allocation metadata exhibit temporal locality. Therefore, the
hardware object allocator can satisfy requests entirely in the meta-
data cache within only a few cycles.

The second mechanism in Memento is a hardware page alloca-
tor that manages a small pool of free virtual and physical pages.
The hardware page allocator serves the dual purpose of (i) replen-
ishing the hardware object allocator with free virtual pages that

constitute arenas; and (ii) backing virtual pages with physical mem-
ory on-demand when a virtual page is accessed for the first time.
The hardware page allocator removes the kernel path of memory
management from the critical path of function execution, thereby
avoiding invoking expensive system calls and page fault handlers.
Furthermore, for allocations that are batch-freed at the end of func-
tion execution, the hardware page allocator can deallocate their
memory with low latency.

Overall, these two mechanisms work together in a complemen-
tary fashion that resembles the userspace and kernel path in the
current software stack. Memento naturally integrates with the ex-
isting software stack by adding two new instructions to the ISA for
allocation and deallocation of memory. The hardware design and
interface of Memento enable seamless integration with both com-
piled and interpreted languages, including those with and without
garbage collection.

Finally, Memento leverages the newly exposed memory alloca-
tion semantics in hardware to introduce a main memory bypass
mechanism. Memento detects newly allocated objects and avoids
unnecessary DRAM accesses. Instead, Memento instantiates lines
entirely in the cache hierarchy.

We evaluate Memento with full-system simulations running a
diverse set of serverless workloads and three language runtimes
in a containerized environment. The results show that Memento
achieves function execution speedups ranging between 8–28% and
16% on average. Furthermore, Memento’s hardware allocators and
memory bypass mechanisms drastically reduces main memory
traffic by 30%. The combined effects of Memento reduce the pricing
cost of function execution by 29%. Finally, we demonstrate the
applicability of Memento beyond functions, to major serverless
platform operations responsible for deploying function instances,
and long-running data processing applications.

This paper’s contributions are:

• A detailed study of the memory management behavior of
serverless functions that identifies the costs and optimization
opportunities of memory management operations in both
userspace and the OS kernel.

• A novel arena-based hardware object allocator and a Hard-
ware Object Table(HOT) that enables hardware to fully man-
age userspace memory allocations.

• A hardware page allocator that manages virtual and physi-
cal address assignment to allocation arenas, replenishes the
hardware object allocator, and eliminates the OS costs of
memory management.

• A main memory bypass mechanism that leverages the in-
troduction of memory allocation semantics in hardware to
avoid unnecessary DRAM accesses.

• The evaluation of Memento across a large set of serverless
functions that shows Memento significantly improves their
performance, bandwidth usage, and runtime cost. It fur-
ther shows that Memento is applicable beyond functions
to serverless platform operations and data processing appli-
cations.
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Figure 1: Memory management overview.

2 BACKGROUND AND OPPORTUNITIES ON
MEMORY MANAGEMENT

This section first provides a background on memory management
in userspace and the OS. Then we showcase the memory behavior
of serverless workloads.

2.1 A Day in the Life of a Memory Allocation
Memory management is split between userspace and OS operations.
Typically, variable byte-sized allocations are performed in userspace
while the OSmanages memory resources at the granularity of pages.
Referencing Fig. 1, we describe the steps and effects of memory
allocation and free, based on a typical example of userspacememory
allocation, and then shed light on the steps performed by the OS.
UserspaceOperations.Weuse the CPython implementation of the
heap allocator, pymalloc [1], as an example to describe the allocator
procedure. Allocators in other high-level language runtimes also
follow similar steps. The allocator requests memory from the OS at
the granularity of 256KB arenas and then splits them into smaller
4KB pools. Free objects within a pool are organized as linked lists,
and each pool serves allocation requests of a particular size class.
On an allocation request, the size class is computed by aligning the
requested size up to the nearest 8-byte boundary (Step 1○ in Fig. 1).
Then, the allocator checks the per-size class free pool list, and
if a pool with free objects is present, the head entry of the free
list is returned to the caller (Step 2○). However, if no free objects
can be found, the allocator attempts to grab a new free pool from
the free pool list (Step 3○) and tries again. If there are no free
pools, mmap in the kernel is called to allocate more arenas (Step 4○).
Allocation requests that are larger than 512 bytes by default are
directly serviced by malloc in glibc, which eventually calls mmap
as well.

On a free operation (Step 5○), the pool header is first obtained
by aligning the address down to the nearest 4KB boundary. Then
the object is returned to the pool by linking it to the head of the
free list. If the free operation turns the pool entirely free, then the
pool is returned to the free pool list. Finally, if all pools in an arena
become free, the allocator returns its memory by calling munmap.
Kernel Space Operations. Userspace allocators request memory
allocations from the kernel through system calls. Continuing the
above example, when the mmap [36] system call is invoked (Step 4○),
it performs the following. First, mmap finds an unused region of
addresses in the virtual address space of the process and then sets up
mapping metadata describing the allocation. Note that no physical
storage backs the virtual address region allocated in this stage.

Instead, the system call only returns the region’s start address to
the userspace without setting up any virtual-to-physical mapping.

As a result, when the software accesses a newly allocated virtual
memory page for the first time, a page fault will be raised (Step 6○)
by hardware due to lacking a valid address mapping. The page fault
is serviced by a kernel handler, which finds the mapping metadata
set up earlier by mmap on the faulting address. In this stage, the
handler performs physical memory allocation by requesting a free
physical page from the kernel’s physical page allocator and then
setting the corresponding page table entry to point to the physical
page (Step 7○). Eventually, the faulting memory access is retried
and will land on the newly allocated physical page.

Applications deallocate memory through the munmap [36] system
call that performs the opposite steps. First, munmap tears down the
mapping metadata. Then it walks the page table entries describing
the mapping, clears page table entries, and returns physical pages to
the kernel as needed. Finally, if relevant page tables become empty,
they are also freed.

2.2 Memory Management Behavior
Short-lived functions pose new challenges to memory management.
In this section, we study thememory behavior of function execution
across serverless workloads based on four suites [11, 19, 28, 40]
and three languages, Python, C++, and Golang. To characterize
the allocation sizes and lifetimes of functions we instrumented
the allocators of each language and collected allocation traces. We
normalize the number of allocations of each function, then we ag-
gregate across functions, and show the per language breakdown.
We further characterize separately four long-running data process-
ing applications (Data Proc) written in C++ and three key serverless
platform operations (FaaS Pltf ) written in Golang. We further show
a breakdown between userspace and kernel memory management.
We discuss our workloads in detail in Section 5.

Allocation Sizes and Object Lifetimes in Userspace . Fig. 2
shows the object size distribution in 512-byte increments. The re-
sults show that allocations are small. Specifically, 93% of allocations
are smaller than 512 bytes. For several workloads, small allocations
can account for more than 98% of all allocations. Large allocations
are a rare occurrence. Size distributions within 512 bytes are heavily
workload-dependent and we did not observe any consistent pat-
terns for small allocations across the workloads. In data processing
applications, small allocations account for 98%, while for the server-
less platform, 99% of allocations are smaller than 512 bytes. Overall,
small allocations dominate across Python, C++, and Golang.

To characterize object lifetimes, we define a lifetime metric based
on the malloc-free distance. In particular, we compute the number
of allocations of the same size class before the object is freed. This
is a good predictor of allocation metadata locality. Fig. 3 shows
the average lifetime distribution of object allocations. The results
show that function allocation lifetimes exhibit a bimodal behavior.
Specifically, 71% of allocations are short-lived as they are freed
within only 16 allocations of the same size class. On the other hand,
27% of allocations are long-lived and rely on OS deallocation when
the function exits. Furthermore, object lifetime is highly depen-
dent on the language runtime. Specifically, for C++ the majority
of allocations are short-lived, while for Python they are primarily
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Figure 2: Allocation size (Bytes)

short-lived except for a few long-lived ones. Furthermore, Golang
allocations are long-lived because garbage-collection is not invoked
due to the short runtime of functions and allocations are batch-
freed at the end of function execution. Finally, in the serverless
platform case, most allocations are long-lived due to the Golang
garbage collection. Data processing applications written in C++
exhibit primarily short-lived allocations.
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Figure 3: Allocation lifetime (Malloc-Free distance).

In Table 1 we show the joint distribution of allocation size and
lifetime for functions. On average, 61% of allocations are both small
and short-lived. These objects are small in size and freed quickly
after allocation. For several workloads, short-lived and small al-
locations account more than 80% and up to 96% of all allocations.
Furthermore, 32% of allocations are long-lived and small. Finally,
larger allocations account for 7% of total allocations with the major-
ity being short-lived. Separately from the table, in data processing
applications, 97% of the allocations are both small and short-lived.
In the case of the serverless platform, 99% of the allocations are
small while being long-lived.

Small Large

Short-lived 61% 6.55%

Long-lived 32% 0.45%

Table 1: Combined distribution of size and lifetime.

Python C++ Golang
FaaS
Platform

Data
Proc.

User/Kernel 48%/52% 96%/4% 56%/44% 59%/41% 38%/62%

Table 2: Memory Management Cycles Breakdown.

Kernel Impact. We further characterize the impact of kernel mem-
orymanagement in serverless workloads for different languages. Ta-
ble 2 shows the breakdown. In C++ workloads, the majority of the
memory management overhead originates from userspace, account-
ing for 96% of the total memory management costs. We find that
such behavior is due to the smaller heap working set size of C++ ap-
plications. On the other hand, for Python and Golang runtimes, the
kernel memory management overhead is substantial, accounting
for 52% and 46% respectively, due to their relatively larger working
sets. For the serverless platform, userspace accounts for 59% while
the kernel accounts for 41%. In data processing applications, the
split is 38% and 62%. Overall, both userspace and kernel memory
management play a critical role in serverless functions.
Insights and Implications. Our detailed study illustrates three
prominent memory management behaviors of serverless workloads.
First, most objects exhibit varying patterns in small objects under
512 bytes. Therefore, the allocator should optimize for small and
varying size classes. Second, most objects are freed shortly after
allocation, indicating that they are short-lived. The allocator should
prioritize short-lived object handling and take advantage of the
strong allocation metadata locality. Third, our detailed study of
serverless functions highlights that both userspace and kernel allo-
cations play a substantial role. Especially for Python and Golang
runtimes, addressing only the userspace component would leave
almost half of the memory management overhead intact. Beyond
functions, we observe similar behavior in the serverless platform
operations and the data processing applications.
Guiding the Design of Memento. Based on these insights, we
design Memento, a holistic hardware-centric approach to eliminate
the overheads of memory management. To handle varying patterns
of object sizes under 512 bytes, Memento maintains multiple size
classes. Allocations in each size class are satisfied by the dedicated
metadata for that particular size class. Furthermore, Memento lever-
ages the strong temporal locality of allocation metadata by adding a
hardware object allocator that caches allocation metadata near the
processor. Hence, Memento fulfills most allocation requests in only
a few cycles. Then, Memento introduces a hardware page allocator
to fulfill the needs of the object allocator and eliminate the cost of
kernel memory management for serverless workloads. Finally, Me-
mento leverages the newly exposed memory allocation semantics
in hardware to introduce a main memory bypass mechanism and
avoid unnecessary DRAM accesses for newly allocated objects.

3 MEMENTO DESIGN
The design of Memento consists of two mechanisms that operate
in tandem to handle userspace and kernel memory management
operations. The first mechanism is an arena-based hardware object
allocator that is located close to the core and it is responsible for
object allocation and deallocation. The hardware object allocator
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Figure 4: Memento’s memory management workflow.

interfaces with the software stack through a set of ISA extensions
that provide malloc and free semantics and enable a seamless
integration with language runtimes. Next, Memento introduces a
hardware page allocator at the memory controller that manages
physical pages. The hardware page allocator replenishes the object
allocator with physical memory-backed arenas on-demand. Finally,
Memento builds on top of the newly exposed memory allocation
semantics in hardware to design an effective main memory by-
pass mechanism that enables newly allocated objects to completely
avoid expensive DRAM accesses. Through this set of mechanisms,
Memento drastically reduces the cost of memory management in
userspace and kernel by servicing most memory allocation and deal-
location requests with a latency equivalent to a single roundtrip to
the L1 cache, improving performance and reducing main memory
memory traffic.

Memento’s Workflow In Fig. 4 we show a high-level overview
of Memento’s workflow and how the hardware object and page
allocator cooperate to satisfy memory management operations.
First, upon an allocation (step 1○), the hardware object allocator will
identify the size class of the request. In step 2○, the corresponding
arena from the arena list will be selected. Next, in step 3○, the
hardware object allocator (which caches arena headers) will identify
and mark a free location within the arena’s header where allocation
metadata is stored. The arena metadata can be used to identify
the location of the body of the arena storing the allocated objects.
Finally, the allocated virtual address is returned to the caller.

In the scenario that an arena containing free objects is unavail-
able, the hardware object allocator requests an arena from the
hardware page allocator, as shown in step 4○. The hardware page
allocator then allocates the appropriate number of pages from the
page pool (shown in step 5○) and returns the new arena to the hard-
ware object allocator. Upon a free operation (step 6○), the hardware
object allocator performs the reverse operations that undo object
allocation. Specifically, the allocator will clear the appropriate meta-
data entry of the arena header, as shown in step 7○. Similarly, the
hardware object allocator notifies the hardware page allocator to
free arenas and returns pages to the free page pool.

3.1 Hardware Object Allocator
Conceptually, the hardware object allocator performs userspace-
level memory management operations. The goal of Memento is to
provide a general interface that can seamlessly support language
runtimes instead of hardwiring the design to any particular software
allocator. To this end, in Memento we opt to provide the abstraction
of an object allocator through an interface similar to malloc and
free drastically simplifying integration with software. To realize

Hardware Object Table Entry

Arena Header Available 
List HeadPA Full List 

Head

VA

Arena Header

Bitmap [00| 11|…|0255] Prev Next Obj255…Obj1Obj0

Arena Body

+ (a)

(b)

Bypass
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Figure 5: Memento’s layout of the (a) arena header and body,
and (b) hardware object table entries.

this interface, we extend the ISA with two new instructions for
allocating and freeing objects: obj-alloc and obj-free.

The obj-alloc instruction carries the requested allocation size
as an operand. When executed, it returns the virtual address point-
ing to a memory block that is available for use and satisfies the
requested size. The obj-free instruction has the virtual address to
be freed as its operand, and it deallocates the block so that future
allocations can reuse the block.

We next discuss the two main components of the hardware ob-
ject allocator: (i) Memento arenas that track object-level allocations,
and (ii) the hardware object table (HOT) that facilitates arena man-
agement in hardware.
Memento Arenas. The object allocator tracks the allocation status
of memory addresses by maintaining bookkeeping information in
the unit of arenas. An Memento arena is a consecutive range of
virtual addresses and it serves allocation and free requests of only
one specific size class during its lifetime. Fig. 5(a) shows the arena
layout, which includes the header and the body.

An arena header includes four parts: (i) a virtual address (VA)
field, (ii) an allocation bitmap, (iii) a bypass counter, and (iv) two
pointers to doubly-linked lists of same-size-class arenas. The VA
field stores the base virtual address of the arena. The bitmap is
used for tracking the allocation status of objects. A set bit in the
bitmap indicates that the object at the corresponding offset has
been allocated. The arena body is an array of objects of the same
size. The combination of the VA field with the offset of a bitmap
entry points to the allocated object in the arena body. Each arena
contains a fixed number of objects. In our experiments, we set this
parameter to 256 objects per arena, balancing metadata cost and
internal fragmentation.

Arenas are organized into arena lists for each size class. Specifi-
cally, two lists are maintained per size class. The first is an available
list tracking arenas with at least one free object, and the second
is a full list tracking arenas without any available objects. In addi-
tion, arenas are connected to the the appropriate list through the
prev and next pointers. The bypass counter is used to support main
memory bypass of new allocations. We further discuss the main
memory bypass design of Memento in Section 3.3.
Hardware Object Table. The core of the hardware object alloca-
tor is the Hardware Object Table (HOT). The HOT holds the most
recently used arena header for each size class. Based on our analy-
sis in Section 2.2 we opt to support allocations up to 512 bytes in
8-byte increments, resulting in a total of 64 size classes. Fig. 5(b)
shows the HOT entry layout. Each entry stores a cached copy of the
arena’s header fields, which are loaded from memory. Additionally,
to support operations on the available and full list, HOT entries also
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contain the following: (i) the PA field storing the physical address
of the arena, and (ii) two pointers, the available list head and full
list head pointers, which store the physical addresses of the first
arenas in the available and full list of the size class, respectively.

The hardware object allocator manipulates the hardware object
table for initialization, allocation, and free operations following the
steps in Fig. 6.
Initialization. On initialization ( 1○), an arena is allocated for each
size class by requesting free pages from the page allocator ( 2○). We
further describe the design of the hardware page allocator in Sec-
tion 3.2. Individual arenas are initialized by preparing the arena
header ( 3○) via clearing the bitmap and the linked list prev and
next pointers. The arena header’s VA field is set to the virtual ad-
dress assigned to the arena. The PA of the HOT entry is set to the
header’s physical address returned from the page allocator. The
available and full list head pointers are set to indicate that both lists
are empty. Finally, the initialized arena header is loaded into the
corresponding HOT entry of the allocator ( 4○).
Allocation.On an allocation request ( 5○), the size class is computed
by rounding the requested size up to the nearest 8-byte boundary.
Then theHOT entry is located swiftly using the size class as an index
without any associative search ( 6○). Next, the bitmap is scanned.
Three cases might occur in this step which we discuss next.

In the most common case, a cleared bit is found, and the alloca-
tion completes quickly by setting it ( 7○). The allocator computes
the address of the allocated object based on the entry’s VA field and
the position of the bit in the bitmap before returning the computed
address to the core. We refer to this scenario as an allocation “HOT
hit”.

In the rare scenario that a zero bit cannot be found, indicating
that the arena is currently full, the hardware will then use the
available list pointer to load the next arena header into the HOT
entry from the memory hierarchy ( 8○). Meanwhile, the hardware
replaces the existing entry by writing it back to the corresponding
memory location using the PA field of the replaced entry. The
hardware also performs two additional list operations. First, the
full arena being replaced is inserted into the full list as the head.
Furthermore, the newly loaded arena is removed from the head of
the available list.

Finally, if the available list field indicates that no valid arenas
exist, a new arena is allocated and loaded into the HOT entry
by requesting more pages from the page allocator ( 9○). The new
arena is initialized following the initialization procedure described
earlier. Finally, the current full arena is inserted into the full list. We
refer to the last two scenarios as an allocation “HOT miss”. As an
optimization, the hardware allocator may eagerly load an available
list arena or requests a new arena at the moment the last valid object
of the current HOT entry is allocated. The hardware allocator can
hide the potential latency of HOT misses in this manner.
Free.On a free request (10○), the hardware identifies the appropriate
arena by calculating the base virtual address and size class of the
arena.This is performed by using the operand of obj-free, which
is the virtual address of the object. The calculation only requires
simple bit operations, as we will discuss shortly in Section 3.2.

After obtaining the size class, the arena’s base address is com-
pared to the VA field of the corresponding HOT entry (11○). In the

Initialization 1 Allocation 5

Request Arena from 
Page Allocator 2

Set Arena Header 3

Load HOT Entry 4

Lookup HOT 6

Set Bitmap 7 Load Arena 8

Hit Miss

No  Valid Arena 9

Free 10

Lookup HOT 11

Clear Bitmap 12 Load Arena 13

Hit Miss

Figure 6: Hardware object allocator steps for initialization,
allocation, and free operations.

common case, the VA matches, and the free “hits” in the HOT. The
appropriate bit in the bitmap is cleared, and the free operation com-
pletes (12○). If the VA does not match, the free “misses” in the HOT,
and the following steps are performed (13○). First, the hardware allo-
cator translates the arena’s base address to the physical address by
requesting a translation from the TLB. Next, the hardware allocator
fetches the header from the memory hierarchy using the physical
address from the previous step. Finally, the hardware clears the
appropriate bit in the header’s bitmap and writes the header back.

In the case of a HOT miss, if the arena is in the full list (having
its all its bitmap set) before the free operation, then the arena will
be moved to the available list. The hardware removes the arena
from the full list and inserts it into the head of the available list by
updating the appropriate pointers.

3.2 Hardware Page Management
As our study in Section 2.2 revealed, the cost of OSmemorymanage-
ment operations can be significant in serverless functions. A major
challenge to reduced this cost in hardware is how to efficiently
manage the virtual and physical page assignments. To address this
challenge, Memento introduces a lightweight page allocator that
drastically reduce the cost of memory management costs induced
by the OS.

The Memento page allocator is a hardware component located
on the memory controller, and it interfaces with the object allocator
for page-level operations. The two primary responsibilities of the
page allocator are: (i) allocating arenas to the object allocator in the
virtual address space, and (ii) managing a small pool of physical
pages and using them to allocate arenas. Next we discuss how
Memento manages virtual and physical addresses for arenas.
Managing Arena Virtual Addresses. For each process that uses
Memento, the OS reserves a region of virtual addresses from the pro-
cess’s address space. The OS exposes the begin and end addresses
of the region to the hardware through special region control regis-
ters on the core and the memory controller, which we refer to as
MementoRegion Start (MRS) and MementoRegion End (MRE). These
two registers are managed in a multicore system at a per-address
space level, i.e., each executing process maintains its private pair
of registers backed by per-process memory locations. The OS is
responsible for spilling and loading the region control registers into
and from memory on context switches.

Memento divides the reserved virtual address region evenly into
64 size classes. This key design decision enables the hardware object
allocator to calculate the size class and the arena’s base address
by simple bit operations. Given an object’s address, the hardware
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calculates the size class by dividing the address offset in the region
by 64. The arena base address is calculated by further rounding the
offset within the size class down to the arena size of that particular
size class. Note that the rounding can be implemented in hardware
efficiently because the arena sizes are known in advance.

The first responsibility of the page allocator is to allocate virtual
addresses to arenas. This scenario occurs when the object allocator
runs out of arenas and requests a new one from the page allocator.
In Memento, an arena can consist of single or multiple pages de-
pending on the particular size class of the arena. Therefore, the page
allocator maintains a per-size-class pointer as the starting address
of the next allocation. On receiving an allocation request for a new
arena, the page allocator bumps the pointer of the requested size
class forward by the arena size of that size class. In addition, a phys-
ical page is also eagerly allocated to back the first page of the arena
containing the header. Both the virtual and physical addresses are
sent back to the object allocator, which then uses them to initialize
the VA field of the arena header and the PA field of the HOT entry,
respectively.

On a multiprocessor system, the page allocator maintains per-
size-class pointers for each core in a reserved memory block, and
enables fast access to frequently used entries with a small on-chip
cache called the Arena Allocation Cache (AAC). The AAC is direct-
mapped using core IDs as indexes, and each entry stores the pointers
for frequently used size classes. In practice, a small number of size
classes per workload is sufficient to cover most of its memory
allocation activities.

Assigning Physical Pages to Arenas. The second responsibil-
ity of the page allocator is to assign physical pages to the arenas
handed out to the object allocator. For this purpose, the page allo-
cator implements two additional components. The first is a simple
physical page pool consisting of free physical pages replenished
by the OS on-demand. The second is a hardware-managed page
table that tracks the virtual-to-physical address mapping for arenas.
We next describe how Memento’s hardware page allocator maps
arenas to the physical address space.

As mentioned earlier, when the hardware page allocator gives
out new arenas, it physically backs only their first page. This de-
sign decision is deliberately made to simplify the operation of the
object allocator, as the object allocator will initialize the metadata
located on the first page of the arena right after an arena is allo-
cated. However, the page allocator does not back the rest of the
arena’s virtual addresses. Instead, physical pages are assigned to
these virtual addresses only on the first access, reducing potential
memory waste.

When arena memory is accessed for the first time, the MMU
attempts to translate the accessed virtual address, which will incur
a TLB miss and a subsequent page walk. Then the MMU will first
check whether the virtual address lies in the process’s reserved
Memento address region by comparing the requested virtual ad-
dress against the pair of region control registers. Supposing that
the address lies in the Memento address region, the MMU then
conducts the page walk from a different page table root address,
specified by a Memento Page Table Root (MPTR) register (instead
of the regular one, e.g., CR3). The MMU issues page walk requests

marked with a special flag that will be identified by the page allo-
cator. The hardware page allocator manages a Memento page table
for each process similarly to the kernel. The only exception is that
the page allocator constructs the Memento page table on page walk
requests and automatically expands the table when encountering
invalid entries.

On receiving the page walk request, the page allocator fetches
and returns the Memento page table entry using the physical ad-
dress in the walk request, if the entry is valid. If, however, the valid
bit of the entry is 0, meaning the virtual address is currently not
mapped, then one of the following happens before the page alloca-
tor returns the entry. In the first case, the walk is on the leaf level.
The page allocator will proceed to allocate a new physical page
and populate the leaf entry with the page’s address. Otherwise,
if the entry is higher up in the page table tree (e.g., it could be a
PGD, PUD, or PMD entry on x86), the next level of the Memento
page table is allocated from the pool and zeroed out (i.e., all entries
are invalid). Eventually, all levels on the page walk path will be
populated, after which the page walk concludes.

The TLB inserts the mapping after the page walk is complete.
Future memory access will proceed as any other memory accesses.
Moreover, future page walks on the arena address will not cause
new allocation since both the Memento page table and the address
are backed by physical memory.

Memento sets the permissions of all arena pages to readable,
writeable, and non-executable. The page allocator sets this per-
mission combination in the mapping entry returned to the page
walker. While other combinations are also generally valid, in Me-
mento, we choose to solely support heap memory allocation, where
this combination alone is sufficient. This design decision dramati-
cally simplifies Memento by avoiding complex use cases such as
file-backed allocation.

The page allocator also handles arena frees, which occurs when
the object allocator has freed the last live object within an arena.
The page allocator walks the Memento page table and reclaims
physical pages backing the arena. The corresponding page table
entries are also invalidated, with page table pages freed if the last
valid entry in it is invalidated.

When freeing an arena, TLB shootdowns are sent to cores that
have issued page walk requests on the address space in the past.
To identify which cores should receive the shootdown request, the
hardware page allocator tracks per-process shootdown information
using a hardware bit vector, the length of which equals the number
of cores in the system. Note that typical serverless workloads are
single-process and single-threaded, and as a result, this procedure’s
cost is negligible. Overall, the hardware page allocator in Memento
enables applications to acquire memory from the Memento address
region without incurring any OS costs, saving on both context
switch and kernel code execution.

3.3 Main Memory Bypass
By exposing memory management semantics to hardware, Me-
mento can enable previously difficult optimizations. To this end,
Memento takes a first stab at this direction by leveraging alloca-
tion semantics in hardware to introduce a main memory bypass
mechanism. Our main insight is that newly allocated objects do not
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Figure 7: Memento Design Overview

need to be fetched from main memory and hence can be entirely
instantiated in the cache hierarchy. This is safe because software
should not have any expectation of data in newly allocated objects,
hence Memento can simply provide a zeroed line.

The primary challenge lies in identifying which requests can
bypass main memory. Since Memento is responsible for handling
allocation and free operations identifying newly allocated objects
is feasible. However, tracking which cache lines of an object can
bypass main memory is difficult. This is because maintaining a full
bitmap for every allocation would be prohibitively expensive.

As we revealed in Section 2.2, function allocations are short-lived.
As a result, our insight is that allocations tend to have high reuse
and enjoy high cache locality. Hence, it is important to bypass main
memory at the first allocation. Furthermore, allocation metadata
maintained in the arena header are densely populated and cold
allocations are performed the first time an entry in Memento’s
arena header bitmap is set.

Based on these insights, Memento introduces an effective track-
ing mechanism that sequentially counts the lines of an allocation
that have been accessed. To this end, Memento leverages the Bypass
Counter in the arena header (Fig. 5) to track accessed cache lines.
Specifically, cachelines with indices higher than the counter are
guaranteed to have not been accessed before and hence it is safe to
bypass main memory. The counter is only 11-bits which is sufficient
to track the maximum number of cache lines in an arena. When
there is an access to a line of an object allocated by Memento, the
corresponding Bypass Counter is set to the index of the line if it
is higher than the counter value. Similarly, the counter is decre-
mented on a free if the index matches the counter. On an L1 miss,
Memento’s HOT identifies if this request is a main memory bypass
request. To simplify integration with cache coherence, Memento
allows the request to propagate regularly to the LLC where the line
is instantiated instead of being fetched from DRAM. As a result,
costly DRAM access for newly allocated objects are avoided.

3.4 Putting It All Together
Fig. 7 shows overall design of Memento with the main compo-
nents depicted in gray. The OS exposes Mementomemory regions
to the processor through control registers, MRS and MRE. Appli-
cations communicate with Memento through the ISA extensions
obj-alloc and obj-free that allocate and free objects ( 1○). The
hardware object allocator ( 2○) is responsible for managing the mem-
ory arenas and the corresponding arena lists. The MMU further
maintains an additional control register, the MPTR, that enables

page walks to traverse the page tables that belong to the Memen-
tomemory region. Memento may instantiate a new object in the
last level cache upon first access and bypass DRAM, if possible
( 3○) Finally, to allocate new arenas, the hardware object allocator
requests free pages from the hardware page allocator that lives in
the memory controller ( 5○).

4 DISCUSSION
Integrating With Software Memory Allocators. Memento fo-
cuses primarily on small object allocations within 512 bytes. Larger
allocations, which are rare in serverless workloads, are handled
by software. We propose two approaches that enable Memento
to integrate with software allocators. The first approach is to let
malloc check the allocation size. If the size is within 512, the soft-
ware malloc will use Memento to fulfill the allocation. Similarly,
free will check whether the object pointer to be deallocated lies in
the Memento memory region. In this scenario, Memento executes
the free. An alternative approach is to expose the address of the
software allocation and free function calls and let Memento redi-
rect control accordingly. For simplicity, our design opts for the first
approach so that the existing malloc/free interfaces exposed to
the application remain unchanged.
Interaction with Garbage Collection.Memento naturally sup-
ports garbage collection (GC). For example, both the Python and
Golang frameworks that we use in our experiments have GC run-
times: they use reference counting and mark-and-sweep, respec-
tively. Memento integrates seamlessly with both of these GC run-
times as follows: when the GC algorithm decides to free allocated
objects, it uses Memento’s obj-free interface to perform the free
operation, thereby enjoying the same benefits from Memento’s
hardware support as non-GC’ed languages. Looking ahead toward
potential future research, Memento creates interesting opportuni-
ties for extending GC algorithms to take advantage of Memento
to manage ephemeral objects more efficiently. For example, al-
though Memento does not help with tracking liveness, it could
be integrated with an enhanced GC algorithm to help differenti-
ate between ephemeral and non-ephemeral allocations. Once this
distinction is made, the GC algorithm could leverage Memento
to proactively free dead ephemeral objects before they create too
much cache pressure rather that waiting to free objects when there
is too much memory pressure. We leave this exploration to future
work.
Multi-core Support. Current serverless workloads are single-
process, but multiple independent functions can be collocated on
the same server. To support multi-tenancy, the OS flushes the HOT
table before a process is context switched. As we will see in Sec-
tion 6.6, this operation is inexpensive as the HOT table is small.

Although today’s serverless function workloads are typically
single-threaded, Memento does support multi-threaded applica-
tions. Existing software allocators rely on locks to atomicallymodify
allocation metadata. To avoid frequent synchronization overheads,
modern allocators often leverage per-thread pools. In Memento,
we follow a similar design where each thread in Memento man-
ages its own arena whose virtual address range is maintained by
hardware. As a result, allocations within each thread’s own arena
are managed the same way as in a single-threaded case. Note that
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since allocations are performed within a thread’s arena there are
no races on the allocation path.

The interesting scenario is when an object that is allocated by
one thread is deallocated by a different thread. In practice, we do
not expect this to be the common case, because it would require
passing pointers through shared memory between threads; while
this is possible, allocated objects are more typically deallocated by
the same thread. The first step in handling this case is recognizing
that the object was allocated by a different thread, which Memento
does by comparing the virtual address of the object with the virtual
address range of its own arena (which is maintained by hardware).
Once this scenario is recognized, Memento can use either software-
assisted or hardware-only approaches to deallocate the object. To
amortize the overhead of invoking a software handler, Memento can
batch these non-local free operations in a thread-local buffer and
only signal the software to perform batch deallocation when the
buffer becomes full or when a context switch occurs. The software
handler manages such deallocations in the same manner as existing
software allocators to perform the deallocations atomically and
avoid potential races.

For the hardware-only design, Memento can leverage existing
cache-coherence mechanisms to perform deallocations inexpen-
sively without software locks. Instead, Memento performs the read-
modify-write operation in the HOT atomically. In particular, if the
object lies outside the current thread’s arena, a deallocation is per-
formed by the local HOT by first issuing a BusRdX to the cache
hierarchy to acquire exclusive ownership of the arena’s metadata
header (Fig. 5). The local HOT then updates the metadata header as
in a regular free. Metadata headers are tracked by the existing co-
herence protocol of the system as normal data. For example, when
a HOT receives a coherence invalidation message to one of its en-
tries, the HOT entry will be invalidated and supplied to the request.
Overall, this design avoids potential races as the arena header entry
is in the dirty state in the private cache of the core that performs
the free, and it relies on existing hardware cache-coherence mecha-
nisms that provide write serialization. Finally, in the case of page
allocations, the hardware page allocator simply serves requests in
a first-come first-serve order based on the serialization of requests
provided by the interconnect.

In summary, we avoid data races in Memento through the com-
bination of two things. First, because each thread allocates from its
own arena, we avoid potential races that might arise from multiple
threads attempting to allocate from the same arena. Second, we
avoid potential data races in setting bits in the allocation meta-
data by performing these read-modify-write operations atomically
in the HOT on metadata cachelines that are already in the dirty
state (leveraging the normal cache coherence protocol). Page allo-
cations in the memory controller are serialized by the interconnect.
With this support, both allocations and deallocations avoid race
conditions in Memento. Other multi-threaded challenges such as
double-free attempts due to application bugs are independent of
the allocation implementation in software or in Memento’s hard-
ware. In Memento such cases are handled graciously by raising an
exception to software.

CPU 4-issue OOO, 3 GHz, 256-Entry ROB, 64-Entry LSQ

TLB L1 64-Entry, 4-Way; L2 2048-Entry, 12-Way

L1d 32KB, 8-Way, 2 Cycle, LRU Replacement

L1i 32KB, 8-Way, 2 Cycle, LRU Replacement

HOT 3.4KB, Direct-Mapped, 2 Cycle, 1.32mW, 0.0084mm2

L2 256KB, 8-Way, 14 Cycle, LRU Replacement

LLC 2MB Slice, 16-Way, 40 Cycle, LRU Replacement

AAC 32-Entry, Direct-Mapped, 1 Cycle, 0.43mW, 0.0023mm2

DRAM 64GB, DDR4 3200, 16 Banks

OS Ubuntu 20.04

Table 3: Simulation configuration.

5 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Simulation platformandHardwareCost.We evaluateMemento
with full-system simulation using QEMU [5] integrated with the
SST [44] and DRAMSim3 [33]. The simulated architecture is pre-
sented in Table 3. We use Linux kernel 5.18. We further show the
two main hardware structures of Memento, the hardware object
table (HOT) modeled as a 3.4KB direct-mapped cache and the arena
allocation cache (AAC) of the hardware page allocator modeled
as a 32-entry direct-mapped cache. We evaluate hardware energy
and area cost of HOT and ACC using CACTI 6.5 [38] under 22nm
technology node. The results are shown inline in Table 3. Overall,
the hardware cost of Memento is minimal.

We instrumented both userspace and kernel functions to cap-
ture memory management routines. For Python workloads, we in-
strumented CPython 3.8 [42] heap allocation functions. For C/C++
workloads, we link them against an instrumented jemalloc [15, 21].
For Golang workloads, we instrumented heap memory allocation
and garbage collection functions in go-1.13 and linked them against
Golang binaries. To capture page faults, we instrumented the page
fault handler functions in Linux. We also instrumented system calls
to mmap and munmap. The simulator replaces calls to memory allo-
cation and free functions with the corresponding ISA extensions of
Memento. Allocations of size greater than 512 bytes and addresses
outside of the reserved address region are handled by software
without Memento’s intervention.
Benchmarks. To evaluate Memento, we use a total of fourteen
benchmarks. We focus our evaluation on functions that exhibit at
least 0.5 MallocPKI (malloc per kilo instructions) on average. All
functions executes within a crun [12] container. We use function
workloads from FunctionBench [28], and the serverless benchmark
suite SeBS [11]. dynamic-html(dh), image-recognition (ir),
graph-bfs(bfs) , dna-visualisation (dna) are from SeBS, and
pyaes (aes), feature_reducer (fr) are from FunctionBench.
We further perform experiments with pyperformance [40] using
memory management benchmarks json_loads (jl), json_dumps
(jd), and mako (mk). In addition, we adapted UrlShorten (US),
UserMentions (UM), ComposeMedia (CM) and MovieID (MI) from
DeathStarBench [19], written in C++, into function-like units [49].
We ported the Python dynamic-html, graph-bfs, and pyaes func-
tions to Golang (dh-go, bfs-go, and aes-go). Before simulation
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begins, we perform a system-level only warm-up and then we simu-
late functions workloads from the beginning to completion. Beyond
function execution, serverless computing involves a significant plat-
form software stack [10, 12, 13, 30, 41], including those providing
container runtime, orchestration, event routing, and other func-
tionalities. To this end, we evaluate the OpenFaaS [41] serverless
platform when performing three important operations, namely up
that starts up the serverless platform, deploy that registers a func-
tion in the function store and prepares it for execution, and invoke
that routes a request to an instance of the function. For these opera-
tions, we send a request for these operations to OpenFaaS Gateway
after the platform has been warmed up and simulate the regions of
interest of each operation. We further evaluate four long-running
data processing applications, including two key-value stores, Redis
and Memcached, and two in-memory databases, Silo and SQLite3.
We use the value size distribution from [37] to drive the workloads
and perform measurements at the steady state.

All workloads use the default input if possible. Workload exe-
cution time ranges from sub-second level to a few seconds, and
memory consumption numbers are from low to tens of MBs. Func-
tions communicate via RPCs with a Redis backend to fetch inputs
and store results at the beginning and end of function execution. We
measure RPC costs to be at between hundreds of microseconds to
a few milliseconds across our workloads depending on input/result
size. This is a small portion of the total function runtime. RPCs
have been the focus of recent works [31].

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Speedup
Fig. 8 shows the execution time reduction of Memento as the
speedup over the baseline system. We group results in Fig. 8 by
the language runtime (Python, C++, Golang). We show the average
of functions as func-avg. We further distinguish between data pro-
cessing applications (data-avg) and serverless platform operations
(pltf-avg).

Overall, Memento achieves substantial speedups between 8–
28% and 16% on average for functions. These are substantial gains
achieved by Memento for serverless functions. Data processing ap-
plications and serverless platform operations also enjoy substantial
gains between 4-11%.

To further study the source of speedups, we present in Fig. 9 a
breakdown of the performance gains of Memento. The figure shows
four main sources of gains that can be achieved by Memento: (i)
hardware object allocations (obj-alloc), (ii) hardware object frees
(obj-free), (iii) hardware page management operations (page-mgmt),
and (iv) main memory bypass (bypass). Memento can satisfy mem-
ory management operations with latency equivalent to a single
cache access in most cases, and hence significantly reduces func-
tion execution time. On average for functions, 33% of the gains are
attributed to hardware object allocation and 32% to free. The main
memory bypass mechanism attains a 2% improvement on average,
and it can reach up to 17% improvement depending on the func-
tion’s sensitivity to bandwidth. The hardware page management
component is responsible for 33%. In data processing applications
the gains are primarily split between object allocation and page
management, that account for 37% and 58% respectively. In the case

of the serverless platform operations, the majority of the gains,
71%, come from object allocations with a smaller percentage be-
ing attributed to page management. The results are similar within
workloads and operations across the two environments hence we
show only the average.

Individual function workloads demonstrate different gains from
either or both sources, further highlighting the need for both hard-
ware object and page management proposed by Memento. Seven
of the nine Python workloads and two out of three Golang work-
loads get at least 40% of the gains from Memento’s hardware page
management. This observation is explained by the larger heap size,
which causes a higher number of page faults that increases propor-
tionally to the number of pages in the heap memory. The majority
of the page management gains come from dynamic page allocations
in hardware that eliminate costly OS page fault handling. In the
case of aes and jl, more than 90% of the gains come from hardware
object management. This is because their working sets are much
smaller, shifting the critical path from page allocation to object
allocation.

In the case of data processing workloads Memento provides
significant benefits between 5–11%. Redis benefits the most from
Memento, achieving an 11% throughput increase on mixed PUT-
GET (50% each) workload. We attribute the result to the usage of the
SDS string library, which allocates strings on the heap to store keys
and values and as temporary buffers. Both Memcached and Silo
saw moderate throughput increase of 6.5% and 7.5% respectively.
Both applications experience frequent page faults on heap memory,
resulting in significant cycle reduction in the kernel with Memento.
SQLite3 allocates many small and short-lived objects when parsing
SQL queries. Consequently, SQLite3 can also benefit fromMemento
with 5% improvement when processing SQL SELECT statements.
The above study reveals that Memento is also applicable to long
running workloads that often rely on short-lived allocations. The
gains are due the ability of Memento to improve both userspace
allocations and kernel memory management that account for 38%
and 62% of the memory manangement cycles respectively in the
case of data processing applications. Serverless platform operations
also enjoy significant speedups with Memento between 4%-7%. The
gains are similar across operations, with 59% being attributed to
userspace allocations and 41% to kernel memory management.

The main memory bypass mechanism can also be beneficial for
certain workloads such as dh as it saves 6% of execution cycles
leading to a 28% function speedup. The DeathStarBench C++ work-
loads show significant speedups of 16% on average. The majority
of the gains come from hardware object management. The page
management gains are smaller because jemalloc pre-maps and pre-
faults a small pool of memory during library initialization. This
mechanism instead turns object allocation and free operations into
a performance bottleneck that Memento addresses. Overall, the
results highlight the importance of Memento’s mechanisms.

Iso-storage Comparison. Finally, we compare Memento to an
iso-storage architecture where the HOT storage is provided to
the L1 cache instead. Specifically, we consider a hypothetical 9-
way L1D cache that incurs the same SRAM overhead as the HOT
while maintaining the same latency. Our results show that while
dedicating Memento’s HOT storage to the L1D results in an overall
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Figure 8: Normalized speedup.
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Figure 9: Performance gains breakdown.
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Figure 10: Normalized memory bandwidth usage reduction.
Yellow highlights main memory bypass savings.

speedup of 3%, this is significantly smaller than the 28% speedup
provided by Memento.

6.2 Memory Bandwidth Savings.
To study the effect of Memento on main memory traffic, we present
results on normalized memory bandwidth savings in Fig. 10. Over-
all, Memento reduces memory bandwidth usage by 30%. For two
workloads, UM and CM, Memento achieves a 31% and 35% reduction
of DRAM traffic for functions. The gains for the serverless platform
are smaller. In the case of data processing applications Memento
significantly reduces memory bandwidth usage by 33%. Memento’s
bandwidth savings are attributed to three sources. First, the hard-
ware object table (HOT) absorbs allocation traffic to memory as
objects can be instantiated in the cache without adding unnecessary
traffic to the main memory. Furthermore, Memento eliminates the

instruction and data movement caused by memory management in
userspace and the kernel. Finally, Memento’s main memory bypass
mechanism provides provides savings of 5% on average and up to
34%.

6.3 Aggregate Main Memory Usage.
Fig. 11 presents normalized aggregated memory usage results. We
measure aggregated memory usage as the total number of physical
pages allocated during simulated execution. We present normal-
ized user and kernel space memory separately in addition to the
total memory usage. Memento achieves an overall 15% reduction
in aggregate memory usage for functions. When we look at the
userspace and kernel usage, we see that userspace reduction is
about 10% and kernel is 28%. In the case of serverless platform
operations the memory usage remains almost the same. Further-
more, looking at the aggregate memory usage for data processing
applications, we see that Memento achieves significant savings of
5% in userspace, 50% in the kernel, and total savings of 23%.

By examining the behavior of functions, we see that Memento in-
creases userspace memory usage for Python and Golang workloads.
A primary reason is that the software allocators for these two lan-
guages share free pages among size classes, which reduces external
fragmentation. We choose not to include this potential optimiza-
tion and trade-off userspace memory instead for a less complicated
hardware design. Nonetheless, Memento reduces kernel memory
usage for these workloads by 29%. In workloads like dh, Memento
can achieve major kernel memory usage reductions, more than 60%,
due to the reduction of kernel metadata needed to manage memory
regions. For C++ workloads from DeathStarBench [19], Memento
achieves 41% userspace memory savings. We attribute this to the
low utilization of jemalloc’s memory pool, which ends up wasting
userspace memory resources. Memento instead can dynamically
respond to the memory usage of each function. Furthermore, Me-
mento achieves significant kernel savings for DeathStarBench, with
an average of 25%.

6.4 Characterizing Memento

Hardware object table hit rate. We present the hit rate of the
hardware object table (HOT) in Fig. 12. On allocations, a HOT hit
happens when a request finds an available entry in the cached
header bitmap. Similarly, on free operations, a HOT hit happens
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Figure 11: Normalized aggregate memory usage.

when the cached header can fulfill the free request without incur-
ring additional memory operations. A miss in the HOT causes a
cache request to be issued to load the appropriate entry from mem-
ory. Hits in the HOT are completed in two cycles without issuing
memory requests.

Overall, allocations in Memento enjoy a high hit rate of 99.8%
for functions. Furthermore, they exhibit a uniform behavior across
functions as well as data processing applications and serverless
platform operations. Free operations show an average hit rate of
83%.We observe that Python workloads generally exhibit lower free
hit rate, while Golang and C++ workloads show a very high free hit
rate. Further investigation reveals that C++ workloads operate on
tight loops with objects being allocated at the beginning of the loop
and freed at the end. Golang workloads, on the other hand, rely on
garbage collection to batch-free objects. Therefore, they never need
to call free on individual objects. For Python workloads, some of the
allocations are made by the interpreter to store global information
that tends to live much longer than other local objects (e.g., those
created in tight loops). These long-lived objects cause low HOT hit
rates. Nevertheless, Memento handles them correctly by performing
the free operation out of the execution critical path. As a result,
Memento is still able to eliminate their overheads successfully,
despite low HOT hit rates.

The results further corroborate the insights from Section 2.2 as
function workloads are short-lived in nature with short malloc-free
distances. When an object is allocated from the HOT and freed
shortly afterward, the free request will very likely result in a hit.
Consequently, Memento achieves a high HOT hit rate even with a
small direct-mapped structure.

While not shown in the figure, Memento’s arena allocation cache
(AAC) enjoys uniformly high hit rates as only a few size classes are
utilized in each of the workloads.
Arena list operations. Fig. 13 presents the frequency of linked
list operations for arena management during allocation and free.
These operations occur when the object allocator puts arenas on/off
the full/available arena lists (Section 3.1). We characterize them
by calculating the percentage of allocations or frees that include
arena list operations. For all workloads, less than 1% of allocations
and 0.6% of frees need to operate on linked lists. Workloads with
smaller working sets require fewer linked list operations because
there are fewer arenas to manage, and the locality of allocation and
free is high. Compared with the total number of instructions, the
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Figure 12: Hardware object table hit rate.
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Figure 13: Arena list operation frequency.

linked list operations only constitute a tiny fraction of total memory
accesses (≤ 0.01%). We also evaluated an ideal environment without
the linked list operations and saw minimal changes in the result.
Overall, the performance implications of arena list operations are
negligible.

6.5 Function Pricing
We compute the cost of running functions on both the baseline
system and Memento according to AWS pricing [4]. Fig. 14 shows
the runtime cost based on execution time and memory usage. The
current AWS pricing policy computes the cost of functions in the
granularity of milliseconds for runtime and MB for consumed mem-
ory. On average, we can see from the results that Memento can
achieve a significant runtime cost saving of 29%. Function providers
add a fixed per-invocation cost that accounts for the infrastruc-
ture management and deployment costs outside the function costs.
While this cost is outside the scope of Memento, when included for
end-to-end pricing cost, Memento is able to achieve cost savings
up to 31%, and 11% on average.

6.6 Sensitivity Studies
Populating pages on mmap. mmap supports a flag that will force
the OS to eagerly populate virtual pages with physical memory
(MAP_POPULATE) , hence reducing the page fault overhead. However,
eagerly populating pages may cause an increased physical memory
footprint. To evaluate the effect, we instrumented the software
allocators under comparison to pass the flag to mmap and evaluated
Memento on this setting. For Golang workloads we observed that
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on average performance improved by 3% from the baseline but
physical memory footprint increased by 8.6×, due to the large
mmap size of Golang allocator. For Python and C++ workloads, we
did not observe any significant change in speedup, with physical
memory increasing by an average of 9.6%. We conclude that eagerly
populating allocations is not cost-efficient for serverless functions
based on the AWS pricing model in Section 6.5 due to the increased
physical memory footprint.
Multi-process environments. To evaluate Memento in multi-
process environments, where a single core is over-subscribed by
several time-sharing function instances, we ran the simulation by
starting four randomly selected function instances and pinning
them to the same core. We repeated the experiment ten times, with
different workloads each time. The main potential overhead of Me-
mento is the flushing of the HOT table. Specifically, the core issues
flush operations for every entry in the HOT table. Compared with
the typical context-switch time that is in the order of microseconds,
and the frequency of context switches that is in the order of a few
milliseconds, the overall performance effect is negligible.
Tuning software allocators. We manually tuned the available
configuration knobs of software allocators to study their effects
on Memento. Our results show that while changing most of the
knobs does not affect Memento’s speedup, enlarging the arena size
of software allocators causes a noticeable but less than 1% speedup.
Further investigation revealed that using larger arenas reduces the
frequency of mmap at the potential cost of fragmentation. Physical
memory footprint is unaffected as mmap reserves physical pages
lazily.
Fragmentation. To identify potential fragmentation induced by
Memento, we measured fragmentation as the percentage of actual
amount of memory allocated to small objects and the total amount
of memory given to HOT. Our results show that on average, only
3.68% of the slots in the arena headers are not active. (This result
is the combination of fragmentation and free memory, since it is
difficult to disambiguate between the two.) We further compared
these fragmentation results to the software-only allocators, and
observed similar results within a ± 2% of hardware design across
applications. Meanwhile, Memento reduces the overall memory
usage as we discussed in Section 6.3.
Warm-start versus cold-start. Our earlier experiments warm-
started functions, i.e., functions are executed by an existing con-
tainer process and skip the container set-up stage. However, in
practice, functions may also experience cold-starts where the la-
tency of setting up containers are added to their execution latency.
To study the effect of cold-started functions on Memento, we ran
experiments where containers are set up before executing the func-
tion. Our results show that, even with cold-starts, Memento can
still gain a speedup of 7%–22% compared with the baseline.

6.7 Comparison with Related Work
The mostly closely related work to Memento is Mallacc [26], which
introduces hardware extensions to accelerate certain userspace
malloc operations. In contrast, Memento is a holistic hardware
design that accelerates both userspace and kernel memory man-
agement, both of which are very important for performance (as
shown in Fig. 9). By exposing memory allocation semantics to the
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Figure 14: Normalized function runtime pricing.

hardware, Memento is able to explore previously hard-to-perform
optimizations such as main memory bypass. In addition, while Mal-
lacc is hardwired to TCMalloc and only supports C++ workloads,
Memento is agnostic to the language runtime, as demonstrated by
our integration of Memento with Python, C++, and Golang.

To provide a quantitative comparison, we simulate an idealized
version of Mallacc where the Mallacc cache has zero latency and
always hits. Because Mallacc only supports C++ workloads, we
only compare it to Memento on DeathStarBench. Whereas this ide-
alized Mallacc configuration achieves speedups ranging from 5-10%
(8% on average), Memento doubles these performance gains with
speedups ranging from 12-20% (16% on average). At the same time
Memento provides substantial gains (between 8-28%) for other lan-
guage runtimes (Python and Golang) that Mallacc cannot support.
Memento’s design for kernel memory management in hardware
is especially crucial for high-level languages such as Python and
Golang (as shown in Section 6.1), and this is not supported by Mal-
lacc. Memento successfully eliminates the kernel overheads that
account for 33% on average and up to 68% of function memory
management overheads.

7 RELATEDWORK
Reducing Cold Starts for Serverless Functions A body of work
has focused on reducing the cold start effects of serverless work-
loads by focusing on system-level effects such as creating VMs and
containers. These works seek to reduce the cold start latency using
process snapshots [6, 14, 39, 57], lightweight kernels [2], record-and-
replay [56], application-level sandboxing [3], low-latency serverless
frameworks [23], and live container caching [18, 48, 52]. These ap-
proaches motivated by the short-lived function execution and are
orthogonal to Memento and can be adopted together.
Hardware Memory Management Prior work has explored a
simplified version of page management with hardware buddy allo-
cators [7–9, 34, 35]. These works aim to provide physical memory
management for embedded platforms with limited OS support or
simple runtimes. Instead, Memento relies on a fully-fledged OS
and only manages a small pool of physical pages used for arena
allocations in tandem with the hardware object allocator. We have
discussed Mallac [26] extensively in Section 6.7.
Memory Management in Datacenters The cost of memory man-
agement in datacenters has been under active investigation [20, 25].
Recent work by Google [20] has shown that the cost of memory al-
location remains high in data processing applications. In this work,
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we have shown that Memento can be beneficial for data processing
applications by eliminating wasted cycles in userspace memory allo-
cations and offloading expensive kernel operations to hardware. By
eliminating the compound effects of memory management across
the stack, Memento can achieve major efficiency gains for datacen-
ter workloads. Finally, by exposing memory management semantics
to hardware, future work on accelerator design for other prevalent
datacenter operations such as compression, croptography, protocol
buffers [27], and RPC [31] can benefit significantly by chaining
multiple accelerator operations together while performing memory
management with Memento.

8 CONCLUSION
This paper presented Memento, a novel hardware-centric design
that alleviates the overheads of serverless memory management.
Memento introduces two key mechanisms in hardware for object
allocation and page management that operate in tandem and alle-
viate both userspace and kernel memory management overheads.
It further leverages the exposed memory management semantics
in hardware to introduce a main memory bypass mechanism for
newly allocated objects. Our evaluation shows that Memento re-
duces main memory traffic by 30%, speeds up function execution by
8-28%, and further reduces the runtime pricing cost of functions by
29%. Finally, we demonstrated the applicability of Memento beyond
functions, tomajor serverless platform operations and long-running
data processing applications.
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